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ABSTRACT We have analyzed the polarity orientation of
microtubules in the axons and dendrites of cultured rat
hippocampal neurons. As previously reported of axons from
other neurons, microtubules in these axons are uniform with
respect to polarity; (+)-ends are directed away from the cell
body toward the growth cone. In sharp contrast, microtubules
in the mid-region of the dendrite, -75 Jtm from the cell body,
are not of uniform polarity orientation. Roughly equal pro-
portions of these microtubules are oriented with (+)-ends
directed toward the growth cone and ( + )-ends directed .toward
the cell body. At distances within 15 ,um of the growth cone,
however, microtubule polarity orientation in dendrites is
similar to that in axons; (+)-ends are uniformly directed
toward the growth cone. These findings indicate a clear
difference between axons and dendrites with respect to micro-
tubule organization, a difference that may underlie the differ-
ential distribution of organelles within the neuron.

Vertebrate neurons generate and maintain two morphologi-
cally and functionally distinct types of neurites, axons and
dendrites (1-6). It has long been recognized that axons and
dendrites differ in their complements of cytoplasmic organ-
elles (1, 6). Most notable in this regard, ribosomes and Golgi
elements are present in dendrites but are absent from axons.
What is the basis for the nonuniform distribution of organ-
elles in neurons? Several lines of evidence indicate that the
distribution of organelles in a cell reflects active transport
processes that selectively convey organelles from their sites
of synthesis and assembly to other locations in the cell (7, 8).
These observations raise the possibility that many of the
differences between the organelle composition of axons and
dendrites are produced by differences in the organization of
the transport systems that convey materials from the cell
body into the axon or dendrite.
The transport of organelles is a microtubule-based process;

microtubules provide the substrate for organelle transloca-
tion and, by virtue of their intrinsic polarity, influence the
directionality of transport (7-9). The intrinsic polarity of
microtubules is based on the asymmetry of the tubulin
subunit and its self-assembly characteristics; the (+)-end is
preferred for subunit addition over the (-)-end (10, 11).
Microtubule-based translocators convey organelles specifi-
cally toward either the ( + )- or the ( - )-end ofthe microtubule
(7-9). In the axon, microtubules are uniform with respect to
polarity, with the (+ )-ends directed away from the cell body
(12-15). Thus, only those organelles that translocate toward
(+ )-ends ofmicrotubules will be conveyed from the cell body
into the axon.
Do microtubules in dendrites have the same polarity

orientation as those in axons? To date, information concern-
ing the polarity orientation of dendritic microtubules derives

from a few atypical cell types. In the dendrite-like processes
of teleost retinal cone cells (16) and frog primary olfactory
neurons (17), microtubules are uniform with respect to
polarity, but unlike in axons, the (+)-ends are directed
toward the cell body. This result is predicted, however, by
the presence of centrosome-like organizing structures in the
distal terminals ofthese processes. Because typical dendrites
do not contain such organizing structures in their terminals,
it is unclear whether these observations can be extended to
dendrites in general.
Here we describe studies that compare the polarity orien-

tation of microtubules in the axons and dendrites of cultured
rat hippocampal neurons. We report that dendrites, unlike
axons, contain microtubules of nonuniform polarity orienta-
tion. Burton, in a preliminary report (18), has described
comparable findings for the dendrites of frog mitral cells. This
difference in microtubule organization between axons and
dendrites may underlie the establishment of compartmenta-
tion and polarity in the neuron.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Rat hippocampal neurons were cultured on coverslips as
described (3), and maintained for 2 weeks, time sufficient for
them to extend well-differentiated axons and dendrites.
The polarity orientation of microtubules was determined

by the "hook" method (19), as modified for cultured neurons
(see ref. 15 for details). This method involves lysing the
neurons with 0.6-0.8% Brij 58 in a microtubule assembly
buffer containing exogenous brain tubulin. The exogenous
tubulin adds onto existing microtubules as lateral sheets that
appear as "hooks" in cross-section. The handedness of the
hooks reveals the polarity orientation of the microtubule. A
clockwise hook indicates that the (+ )-end of the microtubule
is directed toward the observer, while a counterclockwise
hook indicates the opposite (19). Because consecutive sec-
tions showed identical hooking patterns, we scored one
representative section from each axon or dendrite.

RESULTS
Fig. 1 is a phase-contrast micrograph of neurons treated by
the hooking procedure and embedded in Epon. Even after
lysis, axons and dendrites are readily distinguishable; axons
are thinner and uniform in diameter, whereas dendrites are
thicker and taper with distance from the cell body. Also,
dendrites generally grow no longer than 300 ttm, whereas
axons grow much longer, weaving a complex network by 2
weeks in culture (3).
Axons and dendrites were distinguished electron micro-

scopically by careful distance measurements matching their
locations observed by phase-contrast microscopy of the
Epon block with their locations in thin sections. Axons and
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FIG. 1. Phase-contrast micrograph of cultured rat hippocampal
neurons embedded in Epon after "hook" treatment. Axons (small
arrowhead) and dendrites (large arrowhead) are readily distinguish-
able. (x450.)

dendrites were also distinguished on the basis of their
ultrastructural features. Dendrites are several times larger in
diameter than axons, more irregular in shape, and contain
microtubules that are spaced farther apart than those in axons
(see ref. 3 for details).

Polarity Orientation of Microtubules in the Axon. Because
our principal concern in the present study was to compare
microtubule organization in axons and dendrites, we first
sought to confirm in cultured hippocampal neurons previous
observations on axons of other neurons. In 50 axons ana-
lyzed, microtubule orientation was uniform, with 95% + 8%
(mean SD) of the hooks turning in a common direction
(Fig. 2a; Table 1). In the majority ofthese cases, however, we
could not unambiguously determine the origin of the axons
observed. Thus, we could not label the hooks as clockwise or
counterclockwise from a common vantage point. In three
cases, however, we were. able to section axons that were
clearly growing toward the edge of the coverslip, thus
enabling us to unambiguously identify the handedness of the
hooks. In these cases, hooks were oriented clockwise as
viewed from the growth cone looking toward the cell body
(Fig. 2b; Table 1). Thus, the axons of cultured hippocampal
neurons, like those of other neurons (12-15), contain micro-
tubules that are uniformly oriented with their (+)-ends
directed away from the cell body toward the growth cone.

Polarity Orientation of Microtubules in the Dendrite. We next
examined the polarity orientation of microtubules in dendrites.
Identification of the neuron that gave origin to each dendrite
chosen for analysis was unambiguous in all cases. In one set of

FIG. 2. Electron micrographs of cross-sections through typical
axons treated to reveal microtubule polarity orientation. (a) Axon of
unknown origin. Hooks are oriented predominantly in one direction,
indicating uniform polarity orientation. (b) Axon of known origin.
Hooks are predominantly clockwise (as viewed from the growth
cone), indicating uniform polarity orientation, (+)-ends directed
toward the growth cone. (x 100,000.)

experiments, 16 dendrites were sectioned in their mid-region,
-75 ,um from the cell body. In sharp contrast to the axon,
mid-regions of the dendrite contained microtubules that were
clearly nonuniform in their polarity orientation (Fig. 3). In every
dendrite examined, roughly equal numbers of microtubules
were oriented in each direction. As shown in Tables 2 and 3,
57% + 6% of the hooks were clockwise as viewed from the
growth cone, indicating (+ )-ends directed toward the growth
cone, while 43% + 6% of the hooks were counterclockwise,
indicating (+)-ends directed toward the cell body. In every
sample, the number of microtubules with (+)-ends distal
equaled or slightly exceeded the number with (+ )-ends proxi-
mal to the cell body.
There was no apparent restriction of microtubules with a

particular orientation to any particular region ofthe dendrite. For
example, there was no indication that microtubules with (+ )-
ends distal were concentrated in either the central or peripheral
regions. Indeed, it was not uncommon for two microtubules of
opposite polarity orientation to exist side by side (Fig. 3). This
lack of spatial organization is not surprising in that serial section
analyses show that dendritic microtubules are not parallel to one
another along their lengths, but rather weave complex paths
through the dendrite (20). This is also apparent in our micro-
graphs; some microtubules appear in perfect cross-section while
others are skewed (see Fig. 3).

It should be mentioned that the proportion of microtubules
hooked was somewhat less in the dendrite than in the axon
(51% vs. 70%). This may reflect a difference between the
properties of axonal and dendritic microtubules but is per-
haps more likely due to differences in the penetration of the
exogenous tubulin into dendrites versus axons; dendrites are
larger in diameter and tend to be surrounded by axons. The
degree of hooking in dendrites was, however, comparable to
or higher than that achieved in previous studies on neuronal
tissue (12-15).

Polarity Orientation of Microtubules in Distal Regions of the
Dendrite. To better understand microtubule organization in

Table 1. Polarity orientation of microtubules in axons

Axons of known origin
Combined data from 50 axons of unknown origin* (hooks viewed from growth cone looking toward cell body)

Majority Minority Ambiguous Unhooked Sample Clockwise Counterclockwise Ambiguous Unhooked
231 15 34 116 1 12 0 2 5

2 3 0 0 6
3 7 0 3 8

*In these cases we could not determine whether hooks were clockwise or counterclockwise from a known vantage point. Therefore, hooks were
identified as turning in one direction or the other, after which the higher numbers from all the samples were combined (majority), as were the
lower numbers from all the samples (minority).

*1
1 N
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FIG. 3. Electron micrographs of cross-sections through the mid-regions of dendrites (-75 j&m from the cell body), treated to reveal
microtubule polarity orientation. (a) Portion ofa dendrite in cross-section. (b) Cross-section ofan entire dendrite. Approximately equal numbers
of hooks are clockwise and counterclockwise (as viewed from the growth cone), indicating nonuniform microtubule polarity orientation. Some
microtubules appear in perfect cross-section, while others are skewed, reflecting the fact that dendritic microtubules are not parallel to one
another. (a, x 100,000; b, x 40,000.)

dendrites, we wanted to determine whether the proportion of
microtubules of each polarity orientation was constant
throughout the dendrite. To begin examining this issue, we
analyzed microtubule polarity orientation in distal regions of
the dendrite. Because distal dendrites were similar in diam-
eter to axons, we relied on distance measurements in the
Epon block to identify the distal dendrites in our thin

Table 2. Polarity orientation of microtubules in dendrites (hooks
viewed from growth cone looking toward cell body)

Counter-
Sample Clockwise clockwise Ambiguous Unhooked

Sectioned in the mid-region
1 20 19 6 59
2 11 6 0 10
3 10 6 8 10
4 7 5 0 22
5 21 14 7 66
6 17 15 9 27
7 13 10 4 12
8 8 8 2 12
9 10 4 2 55

10 8 5 6 17
11 15 11 3 53
12 11 10 9 22
13 21 15 9 17
14 12 10 9 17
15 14 12 5 11
16 29 28 3 41

Sectioned at the growth cone
1 5 0 1 3
2 6 1 2 3
3 3 0 0 3

Sectioned - 15 ,tm from the growth cone
1 18 3 3 19
2 21 1 4 11
3 12 1 5 10

sections. Consistent with the characteristics of the mid-
region of the dendrite, we found distal dendrites to be clearly
less round than axons and to contain microtubules spaced
farther apart than those in axons (compare Figs. 4a and 2).
Similar to axons, however, distal regions of the dendrite
contained microtubules of uniform polarity. This was the
case in three dendrites sectioned at the growth cone (Fig. 4a;
Tables 2 and 3), and in three additional dendrites sectioned
"15 ,km from the growth cone, where the dendrite was
somewhat larger in diameter (Fig. 4b; Tables 2 and 3).
Microtubule Organization in the Cell Body. In a final set of

experiments, we examined the orientation of microtubules in
the cell body. In five neurons examined in multiple regions of
the cell body, we detected no uniformity or pattern with
respect to microtubule polarity orientation (data not shown).
This finding is consistent with evidence suggesting that
axonal and dendritic microtubules are not continuous with
one discrete organizing structure, such as the centrosome, in
the neuron cell body (21).

DISCUSSION
We have analyzed the polarity orientation of microtubules in
cultured rat hippocampal neurons. Our data show a clear

Table 3. Microtubule polarity orientation in axons and dendrites
(hooks viewed from growth cone looking toward cell body)

% counter- % Polarity
clockwise* clockwise* hooking orientation

Axonst 95 ± 8 5 ± 8 70 Uniform
Dendrites (+ )-end distal

Mid-region 57 ± 6 43 + 6 51 Nonuniform
Distal region 94 ± 6 6 ± 6 64 Uniform

(+ )-end distal

*Mean ± SD of the % for each sample.
tAssuming that hooks in axons of unknown origin reflect the same
polarity observed in axons of known origin.
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FIG. 4. Electron micrographs of cross-sections through distal regions of dendrites treated to reveal microtubule polarity orientation. (a)

Sectioned at the growth cone. (b) Sectioned 15 Atm from growth cone. Hooks are predominantly clockwise (as viewed from growth cone),
indicating uniform polarity orientation. (+ )-ends are directed toward the growth cone. (x 100,000.)

difference between axons and dendrites in this regard. As
previously reported of axons from other neurons (12-15), the
axons of hippocampal neurons contain microtubules that are
uniform with respect to polarity orientation; the (+)- or
"fast-growing" ends of the microtubules are directed away
from the cell body toward the growth cone. In contrast, the
polarity orientation of microtubules in dendrites is not uni-
form; roughly equal proportions of microtubules are oriented
with (+ )-ends directed toward the growth cone and (+ )-ends
directed toward the cell body. We believe that our finding of
a nonuniform polarity orientation of microtubules in the
dendrites of cultured hippocampal neurons will prove to be
indicative of dendrites generally because these dendrites so
closely resemble dendrites in situ (3, 5, 22). In addition,
Burton (18) has provided preliminary evidence that microtu-
bules in frog mitral dendrites are also nonuniform in polarity
orientation.
Although these considerations argue that nonuniform mi-

crotubule polarity orientation is a general feature of den-
drites, the details of this organization may vary from case to
case. For example, the relative proportions of microtubules
of each orientation may vary among different types of
neurons or at different stages of neuronal development. In
addition, the uniform microtubule polarity orientation ob-
served in the distal regions of these dendrites, which are still
growing, may or may not apply to fully mature dendrites.
The nonuniform polarity orientation of microtubules ob-

served in the mid-region of the dendrite may reflect a single
population of microtubules that is random with respect to
polarity, or two separate populations that are organized with
respect to polarity. We favor the latter possibility because
previous work on other systems indicates that microtubule
arrays of nonuniform polarity orientation generally arise due
to the overlap of separate arrays of microtubules that are
uniform with respect to polarity (23). Also, the uniformly
oriented microtubules found distally in the dendrite presum-
ably originate more proximally in that dendritic microtubules
can be quite long relative to the length of the dendrite (24).
Thus, all regions of the dendrite may contain an ordered array
of microtubules with (+)-ends directed distally. If this is
correct, then superimposed upon these microtubules is a
second population of microtubules with a uniform and op-
posite polarity orientation.
One possibility is that the two populations of microtubules

in the dendrite arise at different locations in the neuron. For
example, the microtubules with (+)-ends distal may be
assembled in the cell body and then undergo either transport

or elongation into the dendrites. The other set of microtu-
bules may originate within the dendrite itself and be of
opposite polarity orientation to those assembled in the cell
body. In this regard, De Camilli et al. (6) have reported the
selective migration of centrosome-associated components
into the dendrites, but not the axon. These components may
permit the nucleation and assembly of a distinct subset of
microtubules within the dendrite itself.
Compartmentation in the Neuron. The presence of micro-

tubule populations of opposite polarity orientation in den-
drites, but not axons, has significant implications for the
establishment of compartmentation and polarity in the neu-
ron. Axons and dendrites contain different complements of
the various cytoplasmic organelles. In particular, ribosomes
and Golgi elements are present in the dendrite, but are absent
from the axon (1, 6). Microtubules contribute to the distri-
bution of organelles in cells by providing directional tracks
for their transport. While individual microtubules can sup-
port transport toward either their (+ )- or (- )-ends, certain
organelles appear to move preferentially toward only one end
of the microtubule (7-9). For example, in many nonneuronal
cells, Golgi elements are localized in the region of the
centrosome (25), perhaps reflecting their preferential trans-
port toward the (- )-ends of microtubules concentrated within
the centrosome (26). Also, in insect ovarioles, ribosomes are
transported along microtubules in the nutritive tubules to
developing oocytes (27). Comparison of the polarity orienta-
tion of these microtubules with the directionality of ribosome
transport indicates that the translocation of ribosomes occurs
specifically toward the (- )-ends of microtubules (28).
The basis for the directional specificity of organelle trans-

port toward one or the other end of the microtubule may lie
in the nature of the interactions between particular organelles
and specific translocator molecules. At least two motors for
microtubule-associated transport have been identified in
neurons, one that transports organelles toward (+ )-ends of
microtubules and another that transports organelles toward
(-)-ends of microtubules (7, 29). The various types of
transported organelles may differ in their affinities for these
transport motors, with some types of organelles having a
preferential affinity for (+)-end-specific transport motors,
and other types of organelles having a preferential affinity for
(-)-end-specific transport motors. Such preferential affini-
ties may constitute the basis for the transport of different
types of organelles toward either (+ )- or (- )-ends of micro-
tubules. In this regard, the observations that ribosomes and
Golgi elements appear to move selectively toward (- )-ends
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of microtubules suggest that these organelles may have a
preferential affinity for (- )-end-specific translocators.
The above considerations, together with the differences in

the polarity orientation ofaxonal and dendritic microtubules,
can account for certain features of neuronal compartmenta-
tion. From the time of their discovery, dendrites have been
viewed as extensions of the somatic cytoplasm, whereas the
axon has been considered a separate process with a distinct
origin (30). While it has long been recognized that certain
organelles such as ribosomes and Golgi elements enter
dendrites but are excluded from the axon (1, 6), these
observations have never been satisfactorily explained. Be-
cause ofthe polarity orientation of axonal microtubules, only
those somatic organelles that are transported toward the
(+)-ends of microtubules will enter the axon. In contrast,
because the polarity orientation of dendritic microtubules is
nonuniform, with both (+ )- and (- )-ends directed distally,
organelles that are transported toward (+ )-ends as well as
organelles that are transported toward (- )-ends of microtu-
bules will enter the dendrite. Ifribosomes and Golgi elements
are translocated toward the (-)-ends of microtubules in
neurons, as they appear to be in other cell types, then the
polarity orientation of axonal and dendritic microtubules can
account for the differential distribution of these organelles
within the neuron. In this view, organelle compartmentation
in the neuron is secondary to the generation of microtubule
arrays of different polarity orientation in the axon and the
dendrite. Thus, the establishment of these distinct microtu-
bule arrays may provide a structural basis for many of the
differences that distinguish the dendrite from the axon.
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